
RISE AND FALL OF NAPOLEON ESSAY

Free Essay: Napoleon Bonaparte's rise to power consisted of many mistakes, wrong turns, and pitfalls, yet he managed
to become head of the.

By October , Napoleon was set for an invasion against Britain. That had ended the revolution, massive
violence and instability. The rise of Napoleon Bonaparte. He was well respected, because he constantly
rewarded people for hard work, and he constantly raised people up. Bonaparte underestimated his enemies
when he split his army in two fronts. The type of individuals who succeeded in this period have nothing in
common with those who rose with the revolutionary high tide. Essay Topic: Art , France Sorry, but copying
text is forbidden on this website! Napoleon never had any fixed principles about anything, except his own
advancement. This key Mediterranean port had declared for the English and allowed British forces to occupy
it. Many members of the Commune of Paris proposed that Napoleon was the one who would help save the
republic. It was evident that he was destined to be deposed by political responsibility and personal betrayal.
Their voice was drowned out by a chorus of the well-to-do classes that were demanding Order. It hardly
squares with the general picture of the reserved and taciturn child that has come down to us. Revolutionary
agents were to penetrate units of the army, police and administration. The original intention was to have
Sieves as the first Consul but Bonaparte outmaneuvered him and was elected the First Consul after drafting a
constitution. Ah Caesar! Besides the anticipation of rewards, his charisma made him a leader people could
willingly follow. Napoleon staged considerable resistance but the coalition managed to match over Paris in
March of Leggiere ,  He always led in smart tactical ways, but also made adjustments according to what was
best. Many royalist officers deserted to join the counterrevolutionaries. When Napoleon won the war of the
third coalition, the sultan of Ottoman Empire accepted Napoleon as empire and accepted to form an alliance
with him. When the Directory decided to close the society it chose Napoleon to do the dirty work. His
connections with Robespierre compromised him in the eyes of the reactionaries. The Roman Empire was not
only a militia of brute force and authority, but their political systems also were amongst The Rise And Fall Of
The Aztec Empire words - 2 pages brigantines to be moved and anchored near the city of Acachinanco. The
old revolutionary virtues of equality and fraternity were openly mocked, while freedom was only for the
nouveaux riches who had made their fortunes out of the Revolution and now wished to enjoy life in peace and
quiet. Napoleon then raised a new army but became defeated in Leipzig by the coalition of the European
countries. In â€” Napoleon was appointed as the 1st consul for life. The allies lay on the right bank of the
Rhine. There were many more reforms that brought about the calls for equality, liberty and fraternity.


